
How to come to IMT Atlantique (by public transport) 

 

- From the train station 

Take the north exit (Sortie Nord) of the train station and take the Tramway line 1, direction La Beaujoire 

and go to the terminal station (terminus).  

Take the bus CHRONOBUS C6 direction CHANTRERIE GRANDES ECOLES and continue to the 

terminal station (terminus). At the same bus stop, you can also take the bus 75, direction 

CHARBONNEAU. Get off at the stop CHANTRERIE GRANDES ECOLES, just opposite the IMT 

Atlantique. 

CHRONOBUS C6 is very convenient to get to the city center: frequencies of 5 to 8 minutes during peak 

hours and 10 to 12 minutes out of peak hours. 

The tramway and the CHRONOBUS run from 5 am to 00.30 (2.30 Saturday). You can find here the 

timetable of C6 goings and comings directly to the city center. 

 

- From the airport 

Take the airport shuttle (Navette Aéroport) and get off at « Commerce » stop. The shuttle runs every 20 

minutes from Monday to Saturday, and every 30 minutes on Sundays and holidays. 

Then take the Tramway line 1, direction La Beaujoire, and go to the terminal station (terminus). Take 

the bus CHRONOBUS C6 direction CHANTRERIE GRANDES ECOLES and continue to the terminal 

station (terminus). At the same bus stop, you can also take the bus 75, direction CHARBONNEAU. Get 

off at the stop CHANTRERIE GRANDES ECOLES, just opposite the IMT Atlantique. 

The schedule of buses and tramways is available on the website of the TAN (Nantes public transport): 

https://www.tan.fr/ 

 

Price of a tramway/bus ticket (valid 1 hour): 1.70 € 

Price of an airport shuttle ticket (valid 1 hour): 9 €. The shuttle ticket is also valid in tramways and 

buses (during 1 hour) 

 

Important: wearing a mask is compulsory in public transport 
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